NORDIC TESTING DAYS 2017
SCHEDULE

THURSDAY
alfa 1+2

omega

sigma

beta & gamma

epsilon

9:00
9:15

Welcome - Opening the event
Keynote: Henrik Roonemaa - "Enjoy the Ride!"

10:00

COFFEE BREAK

10:30

Track

Workshop

Workshop

Track

Workshop

10 non-obvious tips to testers

de-mystifying mobile application
testing - a hands on approach

refactoring junit tests

consistent and repeatable metrics
to manage test activities

how to build a robust api checking
framework

Erik Brickarp (SWE)

Raj Subramanian (USA)

Franziska Sauerwein (GBR)

Michal Jablonski (GER)

Mark Winteringham (GRB)

11:30

12:30
13:30

14:30

Track

Track

big ships are hard to turn
(quickly): navigating towards the
automation promised land

test trend analysis: towards
robust, reliable and timely ui
tests

Erik Davis (USA)

Hugh McCamphill (GRB)

LUNCH
Track

Workshop

Workshop

Track

Workshop

how to scale mobile testing across
several teams

fractal test planning – building
strategies in context

me, myself and siri

analysis and modification of
mobile applications traffic

selenium tests, the object
oriented way

Daniel Knott (GER)

Gil Zilberfeld (ISR)

Sami Söderblom (FIN)

Oleg Nikiforov (UKR)

Corina-Adina Pip (ROM)

Track

Track

do testers need a thick skin? or
should we be proud of our
humanity?

not making a drama out of a crisis:
how we survived losing one third
of our testers overnight.

Nicola Sedgwick (GRB)

Kevin Harris (GRB)

15:30

COFFEE BREAK

16:00

Keynote: Alan Richardson - "Creating Yourself as a Tester - Make Your Own Testing Path"
End of 1st Day
Party , lightning talks, activities

FRIDAY
friday

alfa 1+2
9:00

omega

9:15

Keynote: Fiona Charles - "10 Commandments for Ethical Software"

10:00

COFFEE BREAK

10:30

Track

11:30

sigma

beta & gamma

epsilon

Welcome - Opening the event

Workshop

Workshop

Track

Workshop

refactoring junit tests
Franziska Sauerwein (GBR)

threat modeling - masking testing
with big words

how to build a robust api checking
framework

just enough javascript to be
dangerous

using versatile power-tools for
testing embedded systems
efficiently

Amit Wertheimer (ISR)

Mark Winteringham (GRB)

Alan Richardson (GRB)

Lars Sjödahl (SWE)

Track

Track

a chase of incremental
improvement

the trials and tribulations of a
non-functional test consultant

Maaret Pyhäjärvi (FIN)

Carly Dyson (GRB)

12:30

LUNCH

13:30

Track

Workshop

Track

Short Track

Workshop

design thinking in a nutshell

selenium tests, the object
oriented way

test your java applications with
spock

integration testing: you keep
using that word, i do not think it
means what you think it means

de-mystifying mobile application
testing - a hands on approach

Torbjörn Ryber (SWE)

Corina-Adina Pip (ROM)

Iván López (SPA)

Melissa Marshall (GRB)

Raj Subramanian (USA)

Short Track

14:00

how to give more value to business
as a tester
Margareta Muru (EST)
14:30

Track

Short Track

Short Track

up and away? how moving into
software management gave me a
different view of testing

designing tests for smart tvs

a story of a tester building his
first mobile app

Stephen Janaway (GRB)
15:00

15:30

COFFEE BREAK

16:00

Keynote: Kristjan Korjus - "Building Smart and Reliable Self-Driving Robots"

Ceren ahin Gebizli (TUR)

Risko Ruus (EST)

Short Track

Short Track

code quality for test frameworks

determining your application’s
heartbeat through monitoring
and logging

Sven Kroell (GRB/GER)

Gwen Diagram (GRB)

End of 2nd Day
Activities

